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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has the following systems: Customer master-source of truth for customer information
Service cloud-customer support Marketing cloud-marketing support Enterprise data warehouse--business reporting The
customer data is duplicated across all these system and are not kept in sync. Customers are also complaining that they
get repeated marketing emails and have to call into update their 

information. 

NTO is planning to implement master data management (MDM) solution across the enterprise. 

Which three data will an MDM tool solve? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Data completeness 

B. Data loss and recovery 

C. Data duplication 

D. Data accuracy and quality 

E. Data standardization 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) has a multi-level master-detail relationship for opportunities, a custom opportunity line item
object, and a custom discount request. UC has opportunity as master and custom line item object as detail in master-
detail relationship. UC also has a custom line item object as master and a custom discount request object as detail in
another master-detail relationship. UC has a requirement to show all sums of discounts across line items at an
opportunity level. What is the recommended solution to address these requirements? 

A. Use roll-up for the line-item-level summary and a trigger for the opportunity amount summary, as only one level roll-
up is allowed. 

B. Update the master-detail relationships to lookup relationships in order to allow the discount amount to roll up. 

C. Remove the master-detail relationships and rely completely on workflow/triggers to summarize the discount amount. 

D. Roll-up discount request amount at the line-item-level and line-item-level summary discount at the opportunity level. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers is creating a new B2C service offering for consumers to ship goods across continents. This is in
addition to their well-established B2B offering. Their current Salesforce org uses the standard Account object to track
B2B customers. They are expecting to have over 50,000,000 consumers over the next five years across their 50
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business regions. B2C customers will be individuals. Household data is not required to be stored. What is the
recommended data model for consumer account data to be stored in Salesforce? 

A. Use the Account object with Person Accounts and a new B2C page layout. 

B. Use the Account object with a newly created Record Type for B2C customers. 

C. Create a new picklist value for B2C customers on the Account Type field. 

D. Use 50 umbrella Accounts for each region, with customers as associated Contacts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is using Salesforce CRM. UC sales managers are complaining about data quality and would
like to monitor and measure data quality. 

Which two solutions should a data architect recommend to monitor and measure data quality? (Choose two.) 

A. Use custom objects and fields to identify issues. 

B. Review data quality reports and dashboards. 

C. Install and run data quality analysis dashboard app 

D. Export data and check for data completeness outside of Salesforce. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) is migrating from a legacy system to Salesforce CRM, UC is concerned about the quality of
data being entered by users and through external integrations. Which two solution should a data architect recommend
to mitigate data quality issues? 

A. Leverage picklist and lookup fields where possible 

B. Leverage Apex to validate the format of data being entered via a mobile device. 

C. Leverage validation rules and workflows. 

D. Leverage third-party- AppExchange tools 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants to maintain geographic location information including latitude and longitude in a custom object. 
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What would a data architect recommend to satisfy this requirement? 

A. Create formula fields with geolocation function for this requirement. 

B. Create custom fields to maintain latitude and longitude information 

C. Create a geolocation custom field to maintain this requirement 

D. Recommend app exchange packages to support this requirement. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three characteristics of a Skinny table help improve report and query performance? 

A. Skinny tables can contain frequently used fields and thereby help avoid joins. 

B. Skinny tables can be used to create custom indexes on multi-select picklist fields. 

C. Skinny tables provide a view across multiple objects for easy access to combined data. 

D. Skinny tables are kept in sync with changes to data in the source tables. 

E. Skinny tables do not include records that are available in the recycle bin. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers has two systems. Salesforce and an on -premise ERP system. An architect has been tasked with
copying Opportunity records to the ERP once they reach a Closed/Won Stage. The Opportunity record in the ERP
system will be read-only for all fields copied in from Salesforce. What is the optimal real-time approach that achieves
this solution? 

A. Implement a Master Data Management system to determine system of record. 

B. Implement a workflow rule that sends Opportunity data through Outbound Messaging. 

C. Have the ERP poll Salesforce nightly and bring in the desired Opportunities. 

D. Implement an hourly integration to send Salesforce Opportunities to the ERP system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers has received complaints that customers are being called by multiple Sales Reps where the second
Sales Rep that calls is unaware of the previous call by their coworker. What is a data quality problem that could cause
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this? 

A. Missing phone number on the Contact record. 

B. Customer phone number has changed on the Contact record. 

C. Duplicate Contact records exist in the system. 

D. Duplicate Activity records on a Contact. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers would like to have a Service-Level Agreement (SLA) of 1 day for any data loss due to unintentional
or malicious updates of records in Salesforce. What approach should be suggested to address this requirement? 

A. Build a daily extract job and extract data to on-premise systems for long-term backup and archival purposes. 

B. Schedule a Weekly Extract Service for key objects and extract data in XL sheets to on-premise systems. 

C. Store all data in shadow custom objects on any updates and deletes, and extract them as needed . 

D. Evaluate a third-party AppExchange app, such as OwnBackup or Spanning, etc., for backup and archival purposes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers (UC) is going thought major reorganization of their sales team. This would require changes to a
large a number of group members and sharing rules. UCs administrator is concerned about long processing time and
failure during the process. What should a Data architect implement to make changes efficiently? 

A. Log a case with salesforce to make sharing rule changes. 

B. Enable Defer Sharing Calculation prior to making sharing rule changes. 

C. Delete old sharing rules and build new sharing rules 

D. Log out all users and make changes to sharing rules. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

What should a data architect do to provide additional guidance for users when they enter information in a Standard
field? 

A. Provide custom help text under field properties. 

B. Create a custom page with help text for user guidance. 
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C. Add custom help text in default value for the field. 

D. Add a label field with help text adjacent to the custom field. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers (UC) is concerned that data is being corrupted daily either through negligence or 

maliciousness. They want to implement a backup strategy to help recover any corrupted data or data 

mistakenly changed or even deleted. 

What should the data architect consider when designing a field -level audit and recovery plan? 

A. Reduce data storage by purging old data. 

B. Implement an AppExchange package. 

C. Review projected data storage needs. 

D. Schedule a weekly export file. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

UC is having issues using Informatica Cloud Louder to export +10MOrder records. Each Order record has 10 Order
Line Items. What two steps can you take to help correct this? Choose two answers. 

A. Export in multiple batches 

B. Export Bulk API in parallel mode 

C. Use PK Chunking 

D. Limit Batch to 10K records 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

To avoid creating duplicate Contacts, a customer frequently uses Data Loader to upsert Contact records into
Salesforce. What common error should the data architect be aware of when using upsert? 

A. Errors with duplicate external Id values within the same CSV file. 

B. Errors with records being updated and inserted in the same CSV file. 
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C. Errors when a duplicate Contact name is found cause upsert to fail. 

D. Errors with using the wrong external Id will cause the load to fail. 

Correct Answer: A 
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